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Clay Nash: [00:00:00] Well, good evening. It's 9 p.m. Eastern Time and we're on our Tuesday

night call. I just appreciate the hosts that are going to be with us and all of the participants.

We're in a very intense time in our nation. But I just want to encourage you to look unto the hills

from where your strength comes.  God is moving. God is doing some incredible things. And

we've just got to keep our eyes on that. Stay focused. Make our declarations. Listen intently to

what heaven's saying and decree that we're going to see some tremendous things that will

break forth. I have to tell you, I was very disappointed, not really surprised, but I was

disappointed in the outcome of the Durham trial. You know, the court was pretty well, the jury

was pretty well stacked. And we realize that. But we've got to keep praying. You know, it's very

evident how our justice system is becoming more and more corrupt. And so it's going to take a

lot of prayer on the Ekklesia's part. Alot of legislating heaven's will enter the Earth. So stay

strong. Stay encouraged. Tonight, May the 31st is our 22nd Tuesday night of this year. We

began our new 222 steps or 22 Tuesday nights Next week, which will carry us into November 1,

which is one week before the elections in our nation, where we are declaring, We are believing

that we're going to shift the House and the Senate back to a more conservative, not a perfect

party, but a more conservative party and more pro-life. And so it's very, very important. Also,

remember that just any time now we're going to be hearing from Supreme Court on some of

their decisions. And we're really looking at this one there in the state of Mississippi that could

have a dismantling effect upon Roe versus Wade. So we're with it. I just feel like I'm supposed

to open tonight by reading the dream that I had last November while I was camping out and

hunting in the desert of Arizona, not far above our border there. And I just want to read it to you.

But in this dream, I was taken by the Lord to stand before a vast body of water. As I stood there

pondering the water, the spirit of the Lord spoke and said, "I want you to cross over to the other

side of this body of water." I begin to think, "My, this is a vast amount of water. It will be a long

swim." The spirit of the Lord spoke a second time and said, "I want you to focus and cross over

to the other side." Then the Lord said, "Sharpen your focus and consider, well, what you see.
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Look on it and receive your instruction." That's actually--some of that language is out of Psalms

20:24, I think it is. I stood there overwhelmed by the size of the water to be crossed. My gaze

remained focused on the far side. And there is a real key right here in this dream on the far side

that I was to cross over to. Many, many times we focus on what we're seeking to accomplish

and we miss some of the details and being very efficient and effective and doing and

accomplishing them through our obedience.  My gaze remained focused on the far side that I

was to cross over to. The Lord said once again, "Sharpen your focus." Then I asked the Lord,

"What am I to see?" And the Lord said, "look beneath the surface of the water. For there are

stepping stones there to cross over by.  As I looked, I stood in amazement at the stepping

stones, clearly seeing beneath the surface. I had missed them as my focus had been intensely

focused on the far shore I was to cross over to. The Lord then spoke and said, "Take 22 steps." I

prepared myself to do so and began the two steps. After completing the 22 steps I was not

across the body of water. The remaining distance looked much further than the distance I had

come. I stood there, pondering the remaining water to be crossed, and the Lord said, "Take 22

more steps." In obedience, I took 22 more steps and realized the steps were the same distance

apart as the first 22. But I was accomplishing more distance this time. At the completion of the

second 22 steps, I stood at the shore and saw written in the sand: November 8. End of Dream.

And when, after having this dream and praying into it, getting some direction of the Lord. Of

course, I knew that November 8th would be Election Day this year and I began to look into it.

And out of that I feel like the Lord said, you know, do these calls. We were already doing them

on Tuesday night, but it ended up being 44 of them on the Tuesday night before the election.

But the thing that I want to release to you tonight, we're about to see a synergy, an exponential

curve. our motion and movement is about to increase in momentum on these calls. And I want

to say to everyone on the call, you are so significant. Those of you that participate and make

your declarations and decree and write us and encourage us and stand with us-- heard from

someone tonight, that's got to go through training and cant be on tonight or next Tuesday night,

but planning to listen to the recordings and read the transcript. And so, I know in my spirit that

we are accomplishing great things through these calls. But I also know we're about to have a

wind of momentum, an increased wind of authority, an increased wind of covering more distance

in the next 22 Tuesday night's as we move towards that time that we're going to see our nation

turned and it justs so important that we do it. Regina, I've asked you to go first, but I've got

something in my spirit. Ken, I know that Florida is a key state, especially with what your

governor is doing there. I want you to, if you would Ken, come on right now and just open us in

prayer and then I'll bring you back in to make your declaration. But I just feel like there's



something there on you and on the state of Florida that's helping in turning our nation. I got to

see the governor last night on Laura Ingram's show. He was just excellent. things are going on

there. You know, he is definitely presidential material. You know, whether that be the vice

president alongside Trump or or however that works out. But he's definitely got a leadership

mantle on him. So Ken, open us in prayer, if you would.

Ken Malone: [00:08:07] Thank you, Clay. Father, I just give you a praise and honor and glory

tonight God that as we've completed one 22, we begin the next 22. The 22:22 Father God, to

change our nation. and Lord, we decree Lord over this call, tonight there will be doors closed

and doors open. Father God, we decree Lord that the doors will close, God to that which has

been false ideology, liberal thinking Father and the doors will open to a more godly conservative

nation. And Father, I thank you for doing that. From Florida, the forerunner and backbone state.

We decree Lord into this nation now that this nation begins getting a backbone to move forward.

And Father, I thank you for doing that. I thank you that every person who prays tonight, even

those listening and praying God, will begin to shift the atmosphere over this nation. And we give

you praise for it, in Jesus name.

Clay Nash: [00:09:12] Amen. You know, I just want to say, because of the work that the

Ekklesia and Ken's leadership, like other states as well, but you know there was a time when

that covenant root in the state of Florida was not healthy. I remember that. But it is healthy now.

It's vibrant. It's producing fruit. But not only is it producing fruit, that fruit's remaining, as we see

the things that's taking place, that forerunner anointing is upon the state, but it's up on the

governor there in how he has stepped ahead in all this. And, Lord, we just thank you for his life

being healed of cancer. And we stand and just declare there's a protective hedge of the blood of

Christ and the Word of God around her. And we rebuke any assignment that would try to come

back upon her of sickness, infirmity, disease or death. And we bind it up, we cast it down, and

we just declare healing and health is hers in Yeshua's name. All right. Made a mistake a while

ago, Betty. You're on deck. What's in your heart?

Betty Love: [00:10:24] Yeah. Clay, thank you so much. Just going to step right in. I'm going to

pull on some of the prophetic words released over these three states. And then a few other

things the Lord has given me. So, Father, we do come into agreement with your kingdom plan

and redemptive purposes for our nation, and especially tonight, the states of Arizona, Nevada

and New Hampshire. Lord, agreeing with you, for your candidates that you have ordained. Lord,



we know your word says that you raise one up and you put another down. So, Lord, we thank

you that tonight a shift is taking place in the realm of the spirit. On this 22nd night of our 44 night

mission, Father, we do come into agreement with the original dream and vision that you have

given to Clay for this assignment. And Father, in completing the first set of 22 we agree with

you, Yeshua: Tetulastai, It is finished. According to your word in Psalm 22:30 and 31, His

spiritual seed shall serve him. Future generations will hear from us about the wonders of the

victorious Lord. His generation, yet to be born, will glorify him, and they will all declare, "it is

finished." Father, this is the time in the season. We believe it. With all of our hearts. We are

taking hold of every true prophetic word that you have released and covenant marker that you

have released in our nation. And Lord, we have come tonight, according to your word, to stand

on your holy mountain and release the righteousness of our God in Christ Jesus into our nation

and into these states and into these elections. Lord, you have opened the door for your Ekklesia

in this hour that no man can shut. So tonight, across this nation, we are stepping into the glory

of your presence joined together to redeem the time and call each one of these states into their

divine destiny, where the enemy has sought to establish a death culture and empower thrones

of iniquity through the shedding of innocent blood and corruption. Father, we have come tonight

covered in the blood of Yeshua to plead the blood of Jesus and release the voice of the blood

over our nation and into these states. Father, I thank you that you are restoring the breastplate

of righteousness in the United States of America. And, Lord, we thank you even now, we

release your resurrection power and life of your spirit into the heart, the lungs, and the breath of

your people and this nation that you birthed in righteousness. We decree in this nation and in

the states of Arizona, Nevada and New Hampshire, according to your word in Isaiah 54, in the

elections that are taking place, in righteousness you are established. Oppression is far

removed. Terror will not come near you nor fear. we decree tonight that every attack of the

enemy and seating of Satan against your redemptive plans for our nation and for your people.

And in these states is bound, blocked, uprooted, torn down and completely overthrown. We

decree that no weapon formed against us, formed against your covenant plan for our nation And

these states will prosper. And we refuse every tongue that would rise to accuse us. Arizona, we

decree and declare that you will not miss your day of visitation. There is a habitation of the

presence and power of Almighty God, a canopy of His glory that is going to cause the

Greenhouse state to come alive and thrive. We decree that places of contention, places of

division and corrupt structures will be exposed and dealt with. And Father, we thank you for

kingdom solutions and new prototypes that are going to spring forth suddenly because your

spirit has come to hover over the state of Arizona. Father, we thank you that redemptive



prophetic words, Lord, as we have prayed and we have stood in the gap and stayed in the gate

and stayed flint faced and focused. Father, we thank you That redemptive, prophetic words are

intersecting their divine destiny. Lord God, that are going to tip the scales of justice unto

righteousness. Arizona, We agree with your motto: God Enriches. Your government comes to

divine order. We decree that you will be an acceptable model to other border states and father

as it has been spoken over this state time and time again, we thank you that the little spring is

becoming a fountain welling up to eternal life. My Lord, let the borders and the boundaries of

Arizona be fully established. And Lord, even in the election process. And for New Hampshire.

Father, we thank you that New Hampshire is a first fruit state. It's where the first state-- it was

the first state to sign the Declaration of Independence. Father, we thank you for that great

governmental authority that you ordained for this state. And, Lord, we thank you that New

Hampshire is the state for our political primary that determines the greatest leader, the president

of the United States. Lord, we thank you for the authority and influence that you have vested in

New Hampshire. And Lord, we call this state unto righteousness. And Lord, their very motto,

"Live free or die." Lord, we call them into freedom, and we decree your word into New

Hampshire. It is for freedom that Christ has set us free. Father, we thank you for empowering

Your Ekklesia in the state of New Hampshire. And, Lord, I thank you that this state has a divine

destiny. And Lord, we pray and call this state unto righteousness. That they would vote

righteousness. Lord God, that purity would come back to the state of New Hampshire and Lord

God, that their voice would again become the clarion call for the nation unto righteousness.

Lord, cause this state to use its influence wisely. And Father, I'm finally reminded of when we

were in Nevada during the time that we were praying over the 2020 election. Lord when I woke

up in Nevada, I heard this word that this is the silver bullet. The first thing I heard you say in that

state, I have fired the silver bullet to take out the enemy, that assault to suck the lifeblood out of

this nation. The DNA of America cannot and will not be changed. Father, that was on the very

morning that you issued the assignment, Operation Valkyrie. Father I know that the decrees and

the declarations of Your Ekklesia are alive in the realm of the Spirit. And Lord, Our confidence is

that you are going to tip those prayer bowls in this season of harvest, birthing, building and

rebuilding. We decree over America, Arizona, New Hampshire and Nevada. You will give birth to

what God has ordained for  you. You will birth your redemptive, prophetic destiny. And we will be

plumb lined in righteousness. And it's not by power, your power might, but by the Spirit of the

Lord, says the Lord of Hosts. And so, Father, tonight we declare that your plan of judgment

against your enemies will be established and fully functioned in Arizona and Nevada and New

Hampshire. May this plan overrule every demonic seeding structure and influence and any of



man's desires that does not line up with your will. Lord, send forth righteous judgment unto

victory in each of these states government and election practices. We decree tonight that any

unwarranted plan of destruction that is initiated by the antiChrist system, corrupt structures,

systems and leadership within each one of these states will be fully exposed and thwarted. And

Lord, We pray tonight that you would reveal to those within the states of Arizona, Nevada and

New Hampshire. Your righteous building  plan for the future of their states and our nation. Lord,

continue to sit the candidates as you have been faithfully doing, and raise up men and women

of integrity who will stand for righteousness and hold to the original intent that you have for their

state as well as our nation. Let every scheme of the enemy to hijack the upcoming primaries or

elections or any fraudulent behavior be exposed within each one of these states as well as

within the lives of the candidate. Lord, let election integrity prevail within the state and we

decree tonight The breastplate of righteousness is being restored within our nation and these

states. righteousness exalts a nation. Lord, tonight we the Ekklesia declare, let the wall of

righteousness be rebuilt within these states. and Lord, Your true foundation of righteousness

and justice be established in the governmental mountains and in these states. And Lord, we

give you all the glory and the honor. We decree that a new vitality is coming to your people and

a new vitality is coming to our nation. You are releasing a fresh wind and empowerment. And

tonight we declare into each one of these states a kingdom win and a victory for our nation for

2022. In Jesus name, Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:22:27] Thank you, Betty. Great start tonight. Pat, what's in your heart?

Clay Nash: [00:22:32] Thank you, Clay, for the opportunity. And I just kept getting these words.

And I'm just going to pray this way because Betty touched on all the mottos. So I'm going to say,

father, release their original intent for the aligned identity for each state as the axe is swung to

dismantle the root structures that have tried to hold to each state into its ungodly aligned

identity. That father, as the ax is swung, it severs the tentacles that have connected the states to

align with ungodly structures. That when the ax is swung, it breaks all the roots that truly try to

sway it into a wrong way. And father, once the ax is swung, the pinnacle of ungodliness will

come down. And father, as the coming down of the pinnacles of the temples that these people

have established through fraudulent means or fraudulent structures, will see the fulfillment of

kingdom authority and true righteous order restored within the land. Father, I ask that you

expose truth in Nevada and in Arizona and New Hampshire. Let truth prevail on every aspect of

life. Father, I ask that even in Arizona they have this. They have their systems fixed in a way



that will cause true righteous justice voting systems to be established within the state. Father, I

ask that that which is tried to--which in the past manipulated and stolen elections, father, I ask

that the machines be truly exposed for what they are and life and health restored to the states.

Father, I ask that all the ungodly structures, Father, begin to topple through the shaking of your

word that will bring in righteous order or righteous elected officials that will truly govern

according to the purpose of your hand. So, Father, I ask you, remove the veil that is hiding true

motives, true systems and true expressions of ungodly ways. Remove the veil and cause

everything to come to light for truly what is being said. And then that those that truly need to see

will see truth in its powerful way. So, we declare to Arizona, come into your right aligned identity

and begin to stand on the principles and purpose and those that are running for office that truly,

father, you have your hand on will come to the forefront and will be seen as the victors, not the

victim. Father, I pray for Nevada, that truly, Father, that wellspring of revival will truly begin to be

birthed out of that place and a restoring back of the foundation of our nation, as it said, when

they solidified the motto after World War 2, father that they associated  victory through the war.

So, Father, we declare victory in the war for New Hampshire this day and  For her Nevada,

father, let the mineral wealth of the springs, spring forth and true righteous governing structures

be established within that state. And we will see the fulfillment of your word come to pass. So,

Father, let your hand be upon those that you have stood with, that stand with you and father,

bring them to the forefront where people can see the truth, where they can see the light, and

where they can see life restored in each state. So, Father, we thank you for the hand of God

upon these people that you're positioning for influence to change those states into a right

aligned order with you. So we thank you, Father, that there is a resetting of the original intent for

each state to come into its purpose and its destiny according to the purpose of your word. We

thank you, Father. In Jesus name. Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:26:29] Amen. Thank you, Pat. Yes. We declare God's original intent over the

complete nation. You know, I had a vision in Savannah, Georgia, about three years ago, and

saw a man, didn't know who he was. But anyway, just a lot came out of that in the Word of the

Lord that Chuck Pierce and Dutch brought later that year, actually back in Savannah. They

spoke about the original intent of God. So that's good stuff. All right, Regina, what's in your

heart?

Regina Shank: [00:27:08] Thank you, Clay. I am praying for all three states, but I'm really going

to focus on New Hampshire today. Lord, We thank you, God, for Arizona and Nevada. And we



thank you, Father, that your name is above every name in those states. And we exalt you above

the structure that is there. And we say that you are King of Kings and Lord of Lords, and you will

be over this election. Lord, you put down one and you exalt another and I decree into those

states your will be done in these elections. And I want to focus in on New Hampshire simply

because that's where part of my family's from. My dad's from there. And my grandmother. And I

began to look up that state because I feel like it's a key state in this next election. And it was the

first state to declare independence from England, and it's called the Granite State, the White

Mountain State and the Switzerland of America. And another thing I found out is that Concord,

New Hampshire, is where the alarm clock was invented. And I felt like that was prophetic for this

next election. That they're going to sound the alarm and they're going to come into the timing of

the Lord. And there's a wakeup call coming from New Hampshire to the whole nation. And I also

found out that there was the fastest wind gust ever in our nation was Mount Washington, and it

was 231 miles per hour that happened on top of Mount Washington in April, the 12th of 1934.

And I thought that number was very significant. So I looked it up. And actually in the strongs

concordance, 231 represents the word hyssop. And, you know, we know in the Bible it says,

cleanse me with hyssop. So it's a cleansing agent. but also it was mixed with blood in Exodus

12:22 and hyssop was combined with the blood and placed on the door frames of the house so

that the Death Angel would pass over. And so I'm thinking the Lord is showing me that New

Hampshire is so significant in this next election, and there are nine Republicans running and

they're running against the incumbent, Maggie Hassan. And there's also a libertarian and an

independent. And so, Lord, we just decree over the state of New Hampshire that something

powerful is about to happen from that state. And even as the fastest wind gust ever in our nation

came from Mount Washington, we say from New Hampshire, there's going to be a wind that is

going to blow over Washington from New Hampshire. And, Lord, we decree a cleansing from

this nation. Lord, we pray that hyssop, God, that number 231, that was the mile per hour of that

wind is going to be the cleansing agent, father, from New Hampshire, LORD. And we thank you

for the blood that's already over this nation. And we say combine it with your hyssop, your

cleansing power, God, to blow that wind through this nation from the north, the northeast. And

we thank you for New Hampshire father and the roots in that nation. The first one to declare

independence. Lord, we thank you, Father. They're going to be first God to begin to declare the

freedom in this nation. And so, Lord, we call upon you in that election. Father, we say, let your

wind blow, let it topple all of the agendas of man. Let it topple the Idols of man in that state and

begin there and be a domino effect throughout this whole nation. So Lord, we call upon the

patriotic root, the patriarch roots of New Hampshire, God. They are strong in that state. I'm



aware of that, Father. And I say those roots, God, that were not planted by you will be uprooted

from that state. And Lord, I ask today, as those that have relatives in New Hampshire, Father,

I'm saying now, Father, that you would uproot the iniquitous roots in that state, father, and that

you will plant the seeds of your righteousness in New Hampshire. I decree a revival coming

forth in that state, and from that state there will be an election that God is in charge of. And so,

Father, we ask now for your wind to blow to blow away that which is hindering your purpose in

that state and in the nation of America. And Lord, we thank you, that wind is going to blow

quickly and it's going to topple so many things. So, Lord, we ask God now for you to be in

charge of that election. The one that you have chosen beforehand, will step into that Granite

State. And Father, I thank you that under that state is the cornerstone of Jesus Christ. And there

were many that came to that state that profess their love for you, Jesus. And we say that that is

still there. Those seeds are still in the ground and they are coming forth, Lord, to bring forth a

mighty wind, to sweep through this nation and change America. So we call upon the Christians

in that state. We call upon those who are intercessors. And we set ourselves in agreement with

every intercessor in New Hampshire that is praying your will, father, and that your will would be

done in that election happening September 13th. In Jesus name, Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:32:19] Amen. Thank you, Regina. We come in agreement. Ken, what's in your

heart?

Ken Malone: [00:32:27] You know, when Pat was praying against the fraud, I really felt the

wind of the Lord all over that. And one of the states that we're praying for tonight had definitely

had fraud issues in the 2020 election. And we've had those same issues in Florida. Thankfully,

they have pretty much fixed our system here. But I really want to pray against that fraud in this

election and especially in Arizona, so that everything is exposed and it doesn't happen again.

So, Father, tonight, I just bless you and honor you and glorify your name, Lord. And I remember

your mercy, Father. I remember the mercy, mercy, mercy, mercy, mercy, mercy, mercy. And

Father, I decree tonight that mercy will rest upon the election, Lord, of Arizona, of Nevada, of

New Hampshire. And God, that you would bring forth angels into those states, especially

Arizona. And God, you will bring watch your angels, Lord, to begin to expose that which has

been fraud in the past and any attempt to create fraud in the future. We decree that it's canceled

now, made null and void in the name of Yeshua. Father, we pray for their election in all three of

these states. God, we shut the door to the fraud and we open the door to fair and legal elections

in the name of Yeshua. Lord, send forth, God, your glory and your power into these States and



into the election, Father. Let your might be seen, Lord, in Jesus name. And Father, I thank you

tonight, God, that you are raising up men and women in all three of these States, God to take

seats of authority, God. Men and women, God, who will carry the banner of righteousness and

holiness in their life, God, to sit in those seats of authority, God in all three of these states. And

Father, we thank you, God, that come election night, God, and the morning after you will receive

glory and honor for what you have done, father, in the elections, Lord, in all 50 states. And

Father, I thank you tonight, we decree that your kingdom has come and your will is being done

in Arizona and Nevada and New Hampshire and across this nation. Lord, send Holy Spirit

Revival. And God, we thank you, Lord, for doing that. Give you praise for it tonight in the name

of Yeshua.

Clay Nash: [00:35:19] All right. Thank you, Ken. You know, all day today, as I was preparing for

this tonight. You know,  we're actually focu-- been focused on the house, but I just felt like we

were to step back into the Senate race in these three states. And, you know, last week, we hit

the tragic situation there in Texas and prayed into that. But a pull all day today, I just kept having

a stirring. And Pat, you brought it out. And Ken, you did and others, with it. But I want to read a

dream that I had on the 29th of April. It was about Arizona. And one of the things I want to say,

you know, we still, when we read Daniel's dreams or other dreams in the word of God, they

speak today. And one of the things that I'm learning out of some of the dreams that I've had, that

we interpreted them from where we were, but yet I'm beginning to see revelation and get

spiritual understanding. There's three groups right now that's taking the book God Dreams to

Make America Great Again, and they're repraying those dreams and getting brand new wind on

them. And there are many dreams out there from Gina and Greg and, you know, many others,

you know, with that, that are so, so significant. But I want to finish tonight's call with reading this

dream, because I believe that this dream over Arizona, it was still when a lot of fight was going

on about some things. And I believe some of this is speaking about the nation and the fraud and

the cover up and everything. But I dreamed on the morning of April 29 that 12 tornadoes were

moving across Arizona. As they did, the whole state became a dust storm. The state shut down

for three days due to the blinding storm. During this time, three earthquakes took place, one

each day of the dust storm. All communication within Arizona was shut down due to the intense

blinding dust. cellular, satellite and Internet seized. There was a fear that gripped the people of

Arizona. Asylum seekers ran back across into Mexico. Everywhere The center of the

earthquakes took place, fear paralyzed many and most people. On the night of the third day,

strong wind came and began to blow the dust west into California. The three earthquakes were

centered in Maricopa. Phoenix Area, (?) Tucson area and Coconino, the Flagstaff area. At the



center of each earthquake a duke pushed up from the earth that had veins of gold that could be

seen easily with the naked eye. The government sent in the National Guard to keep the people

from the gold. Unrest-- I believe the gold is the truth that's there in Arizona that's still being

covered up. Unrest began to fill the people of each county and people began traveling there to

join in pushing back the government's control of the of the gold. And if I might add, the truth. The

unrest began to spread across America, triggering intense reactions of We, the People groups.

These groups began to form into the chants of "The truth will make America free." The unrest,

holy in nature, began to become larger and more intense. The Ekklesia rose to their feet in the

midst of these intense gatherings. Declarations of America must be saved were shouted by the

Ekklesia. The Ekklesia began to call for God to answer by fire. A fiery meteorite was seen over

Arizona for seven nights. The eighth night it had vanished. The Navajo gathered with a leader,

Elsen Bennett, and prayed day and night for eight days. The morning of the ninth day, Kenneth

Copeland, Jerry Savelle, Billy Brihm and Anne {inaudible}, Dutch Sheets, Tim Sheets, Jim

Hodges, Jack Hayford and others had gathered at the northern rim of the Grand Canyon. They

each brought salt shakers with salt in them. Jack Haper spoke of a salt covenant being formed

between them for the nation. Eight of them took salt from their shaker and placed it in an open

Bible. It was opened to second Chronicles 7:14. They all agreed that this covenant would stand

until God answered by fire, and America was saved. Jim Hodges then brought out a bottle of

wine and unleavened bread. He informed everyone this bottle had come over on the ship with

Robert Hunt and was only found when Robert Hunt's body was discovered a few years ago. He

shared that before Ross Perot's death, Ross had sent this bottle to Jim Hodges and told him,

"you will know when to use it for a holy communion for the nation." And Bennett, myself, spent

the elements and prayed over everyone there. Upon completion of the communion and

covenant, Jack Haper's cell phone rang and he took the call. He informed the gathering that rain

had begun in California and was settling the dust that had blown in from Arizona. A holy

weeping of Thanksgiving came over the gathering. Elson Bennett's daughter, Callie, began to

sing in navajo. Elson interpreted her words to be: America IS Saved. So, Father, out of this

dream that you just woke up in my spirit fresh and new today. Just like I awakened from having

that dream this morning. I declare, Father, that you are sending a wind to blow that dust storm;

Everything that would try to blind us from the truth. And every authority that's trying to keep us

from getting to the gold, the truth that comes from heaven. I declare, Lord, you are at work. And

I even declare that this dust that was blown into California, but a rain came and settled the dust.

Father, I Declare there is going to be a settling in California as well. We declare that Arizona is

stepping up to the plate and it is definitely part of the tipping point and the turnaround for our



nation. So father, we just release this dream into the hearts of your people. And we declare as

we work this dream and many other dreams over this time between now and the election,

November the 8th, Father, we're going to see a turning. And we're going to see an exposure of

the fraud that is being covered up by the Internet and cellular and everything going down,

Father. But we declare that they're not going-- they can't bury it deep enough because, Lord,

you are exposing and you are revealing. So let it be. Bless everyone on this call. Bless our

hosts that joined with us tonight, Father. But greater than that, we release the peace of God that

shall become our strength in the days ahead. Father, we thank you for the next 22 stepping

stones to life, that we operate as a congressional, a legislative assembly, and we declare father

that we are here to decree what heaven is saying. Now, Father bless everyone. Give them a

great week and have people join us tomorrow Father at 2:22 Eastern time. Do so In Yeshua's

name. Amen and Amen.  Remember, coming this Sunday night, June 5th, at 5:55 central Time. I

want you to catch that.  555 Central Time. 5-5-5 for Grace-Grace-Grace. I am going to be doing

a livestream on my YouTube channel about abortion. We are going to be showing a-- it took me

right over four years to have this abortion video built. And we're also going to have another

video by a ministry out of Scott Reese's church that helps people that are seeking to secure

adoption of babies. We've got to have a strategy. We got to have a strategy. As this Roe versus

Wade is reversed and changes. We've got to have a strategy of what to do with these babies.

We're going to be talking about that this coming Sunday night with Dwain Miller and Timothy

Carscadden from down in Shreveport. It's going to be a great call. It's not gone be a long call.

But we're going to be on the YouTube channel. You can join us there. If you haven't subscribed,

go there and do so now. God bless you. Recording will get up tomorrow on this and the

transcription will be done just as quick as we can. God bless you all.


